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Hermann Fasching, Chief Inspector Mineral Mines and Quarries

One of the key initiatives of the Inspectorate in the 2022 financial year was 
to increase the reporting of High Potential Incidents (HPI’s). 

I am please to advise that reporting of high potential incidents (HPIs) to 
the inspectorate has increased across all three sectors (underground, 
surface and quarries). The chart below shows the HPIFR and the increases. 
The quarrying sector has been a standout in the improved reporting of 
HPI’s.

While this increase is great, I believe there is still an opportunity to further improve reporting. 

As a reminder All HPI’s must be reported to an inspector as soon as practicable after becoming 
aware them. An HPI at a mine is an event, or a series of events, that causes, or has the potential to 
cause, a significant adverse effect on the safety or health of a person.

At a recent seminar discussion about HPI reporting, I reinforced how much the inspectorate 
welcomes and encourages the reporting of HPIs. The inspectorate will not take compliance action 
for reporting a HPI. Our focus in on ensuring that sites conduct thorough investigations and 
identify and implement effective controls.

I also want to make it very clear that the inspectorate will take compliance action in circumstances 
where it has been identified that a HPI was deliberately not reported to the inspectorate. So I urge 
you to review your processes and take every opportunity to report HPIs as they occur.

From the Chief

Our vision – ZERO SERIOUS HARM
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Trevor Brown, Deputy Chief Inspector Mineral Mines and Quarries

The 2022 financial year has seen the implementation of several initiatives by the 
Inspectorate to move mines and quarries towards RSHQs vision of “Zero Serious 
Harm.” A strong focus was placed on education and mentoring industry on the 
requirements for improved High Potential Incident (HPI) reporting and 
investigation. The work done to improve investigation outcomes and effective 
control implementation was a standout success, along with the increase in HPI 
reporting across MMQ operations.

However, the work done by the 
inspectorate shows that Site Senior 
Executives and safety leaders still 
have an over reliance on soft controls 
to manage risks within the mining 
and quarrying industry. The 
inspectorate will continue to focus on 
ensuring effective hard controls are 
considered and implemented to 
manage risks. Clearly defining how 
the monitoring for ongoing control 
effectiveness is achieved will also be 
a requirement when identifying and 
implementing controls to manage 
risk. 

Meet: Nick Ahlstrand , Chief Transformation Officer Enterprise Program 
Management Office 

Nick Ahlstrand was appointed as RSHQs inaugural Chief Transformation Officer 
(CTO) in April 2022.  Nick has a wealth of expertise in driving complex programs 
and projects to success, with over twenty years’ experience in project delivery in 
the mining and resources sector. Before becoming the CTO, Nick was the 
Executive Director Simtars for several years where he led reforms to 
contemporise the division to promote improved safety and health outcomes for 
resource workers. 

As Chief Transformation Officer, he will continue engaging with stakeholders and 
leverage contemporary platforms to ensure RSHQ is positioned to meet current 
and future needs of industry through delivery our Strategic Plan. His 
responsibilities encompass the establishment and operations of RSHQ’s 
Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO). The EPMO is a new division of 
RSHQ with broad responsibility to manage RSHQs multi-year, transformational 
programs of work. Current priorities include delivering our integrated EOS 
Program (Central Assessment & Performance Unit and Incident Management 
Solution) and other strategic programs of work spanning data, digital and 
business change. 

News and updates from RSHQ
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Regulator activity
YTD Planned 
inspections

970
108%

YTD Planned audits

7 143%

Complete

Complete
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The numbers
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Industry worked (FY22 YTD)
26.4 Million Hours

For every 
million hours 

worked:

Totals 
incident:

17.9 HPI’s
(HPIFR) YTD

0.96 SA
(SAFR) YTD

32
Serious

Accidents YTD

518
High Potential 
Incidents YTD 0 Deaths

The hazards were:

Available data taken 31/05/2022

Unless otherwise stated, displayed data taken 20/06/2022



Incident focus
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Fractures to foot while lifting deflector plate
A steel deflector plate was being removed from duct using slings and rigging gear. The plate was unable to be lifted 
high enough to clear the temporary hand-rails installed for the job, so these were removed and the plate manually 
handled while the load was suspended. An uncontrolled movement of the load occurred and the plate struck a 
worker’s foot. A number of workers were also exposed to a potential fall from height.  

Key takeaways
• Always plan suitable rigging methodology 

and use appropriate tools.
• Always implement JSEA controls and revise

JSEA in changed circumstances.

Contributing Factors
Safety and health management system – Task for 
deflector plate removal not identified as a step; No 
additional information was added to JSEA when task 
changed; JSEA controls not ticked off by supervisor as 
implemented; Pre-lift Rigging Checklist (PRC) not updated 
once lift had changed; Supervisor failed to stop work, re-
assess, and communicate the change in task 
methodology. 
Plant maintenance - The chain block was anchored by 
long sling which meant that when rigged to the deflector 
plate, the plate could not be lifted high enough to get the 
plate over the guardrail; The rigging methodology was not 
amended to use other chain blocks, available in the area, 
to have the plate lifted above the handrail; The rigging set 
up was poorly planned which led to the decision to 
remove the guardrail and manually handle a 120kg 
deflector plate over the walkway kick board.

Serious 
Injury 

Worker struck by 
deflector plate

Uncontrolled 
movement of 

deflector plate

Rigging configuration 
could not lift high 

enough

Incorrect rigging 
configuration

Rigging was not 
reassessed when 

rigging could not lift 
high enough

Plate was manually 
handled while 

suspended

Why? Why?

Why?

Why?

Photograph of the rigging setup and 
removed deflector plate
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Dump truck left haul road before rolling over several times and 
coming to rest upside down at the bottom of a gully 
While travelling down the upper bench haul road, the operator lost control of the truck and drove onto a section of 
the windrow. The truck tipped onto its side and then rolled down the slope, coming to rest at the bottom of a gully.

Key takeaways
• Persons delivering informal on-the-job 

instruction must not only have the skill to 
operate plant but must also have an 
adequate knowledge and understanding 
of the plant to be used - in particular 
instructions given by the OEM for safe 
plant operation.

• Infrastructure at mines and quarries - such 
as mine roads and windrows - need to be 
designed and constructed after 
consideration of the characteristics of 
vehicles and plant in use, construction 
materials available and other relevant 
information; and then monitored at 
frequent intervals to check its condition 
and detect any deterioration causing an 
unacceptable level of risk.

High 
Potential 
Incident 

Dump truck 
drove onto 
haul road 

windrow and 
rolled-over 
into a gully

Operator unable to 
control dump truck 
using brakes while 
travelling downhill

Truck was operated 
contrary to OEM 

operation manual for 
travelling downhill

On-the-job instruction  
did not refer to OEM 
operation manual for 
travelling downhill. 

Contributing factors

Why?

Windrow insufficient 
to stop dump truck 

going over edge.

Windrow was not 
being maintained to  

SWP for windrow 
development.

Quarry inspections 
did not detect non-
compliant windrow. 

Why? Why?

Why?

Why?

Operator competency and experience – A new, and 
inexperienced worker with a basic level of competency 
was given a complex task to perform in difficult operating 
conditions.
Plant operator training – Informal on-the-job instruction 
resulted in some key information contained in the OEM 
operation manual about plant operation not being passed 
on from experienced operators to new operators.
Windrow maintenance - The weekly quarry inspection 
did not detect that the height of the windrow on the 
upper bench haul road did not meet the criteria to stop a 
truck contained in the SWP for windrow development. 
Road design and construction – Roads at the quarry did 
not take into consideration the operating characteristics 
of mobile plant contained in the OEM operation manual.
Safety and health management system – Differing 
standards for windrow heights were found to exist 
between the SWP for windrow development and the 
quarry inspection checklist. 

Photographs showing view of dump truck 
from top and bottom of gully slope adjacent 

to Upper Bench Haul  Road.



The VSD display showed 
no line volts but the VSD 
isolator was turned on at 

the MCC  

Incident Focus
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Arc flash while testing for dead
A commissioning engineer was testing for dead when an accidental short circuit caused an arcing fault from the 
multi-meter test probe to an earthed mesh cover. The engineer was not wearing arc rated PPE and received burns 
to his hand and wrist.

Key takeaways
• Low voltage rescue procedures must be 

followed, and suitably rated insulated gloves 
must be worn when any live testing work is 
performed at mines and quarries.

• The PPE required for testing for dead is the same 
as the PPE required for live testing, because the 
state of the equipment under test is not known 
until the voltage test is completed.

• LVR kits with insulated gloves must be located in 
all closed electrical operating areas containing 
switchboards and MCCs.

• Electricians who may be required to perform live 
testing work should wear arc rated clothing.

Arc flash incident
• A licensed electrician was not assigned to the 

commissioning team to assist with the fault-finding 
task

• No insulated gloves or arc flash rated PPE were 
donned when testing for dead

• No individual isolations were applied to the power 
supply isolator for the fault finding task

• There were perceived time pressures to complete the 
commissioning activity due to multiple pre-
commissioning electrical problems and faults which 
resulted in Commissioning delays

• No pre-task risk assessment was completed and the 
JSEA for dry commissioning was not reviewed or 
updated for the new fault finding task

• No low voltage rescue kit or arc rated PPE was located 
in the new switch room

• The site Electrical Safety Procedure was not followed 
and no live work checklist was completed or approved 
by the electrical supervisor, prior to live testing

• Incorrect electrical testing equipment was selected 
and a proximity tester or non-contact voltage tester 
not used prior to measuring voltage

• Electrical Engineer had limited site based 
commissioning experience.

High 
Potential 
Incident 

An arc flash 
occurred when a 
multi-meter test 
probe shorted 

from a live busbar 
to an earthed grill 
cover on a variable 

speed drive  

The engineer assumed 
that the MCC power was 
off and no arc rated PPE 

was used to test for dead 
at the input terminals Contributing Factors

Why? Why?

Why?

Photograph of VSD unit showing location of arc flash

An engineer was 
testing for dead while 

the VSD supply 
isolator was on and 
the input terminal 

grill covers were still 
in place

The VSD power 
supply was not 

isolated or 
locked out 

when the test 
probes were 
connected to 
the active bus

Why?
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Interstate and around the world
Location What has been happening

NSW Safety Alert – SA22-01. On Tuesday 7 June 2022, a boilermaker was 
preparing to replace a 30 mm diameter plug in the top of the LHS boom pivot 
pin housing/boss on a Caterpillar 6050 face shovel. While striking an arc on a 
test piece adjacent to the access hole cut into the superstructure void, a 
flammable substance ignited, burning the boilermaker’s face. An initial 
assessment has identified that the superstructure void, that the repair was 
being conducted in, had not been adequately ventilated or purged to remove 
ignition sources throughout the repair. NSW Safety Alert

Two mine workers were seriously injured when high-pressure air 
unexpectedly escaped from a pipe at the Centennial Mandalong Mine last 
month.  The workers were extending a nearby water pipe about 140 metres 
below the surface when air from an airpipe escaped, blowing them off their 
feet. Both workers were seriously injured, one with spinal injuries. Further 
information

MINE FATALITY – On June 17, 2022, a contract miner died when the compactor
he was operating overturned, pinning him beneath the cab. As the miner was
backing up, the left tire went off the edge of a four-foot embankment, causing
the compactor to overturn.
Best Practices:
• Wear seat belts at all times when operating equipment.
• Train miners to perform tasks safely, and to recognize potential hazards.

While finishing a walkway improvement project, a worker fell four metres to 
the ground. The incident happened as the worker was taking out the bolts 
holding the walkway to the building, which led to the walkway falling. A crane 
was used to hold the walkway in place in section. This incident highlights the 
importance of managing contractors and Job Safety and Environmental 
Analysis (JSEA) documentation. The JSEA was signed off by senior quarry 
personnel and they did not challenge the lack of detail in the document. 
Worksafe news item

New HSE research has revealed that respirators/masks which rely on ear 
loops to hold the respirator/mask in place, do not protect people adequately 
when used as tight fitting respiratory protective equipment (RPE).
This safety alert advices duty holders, who have these items available in their 
workplaces, to revisit their Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 
Regulations 2002 (as amended) risk assessment and consider their RPE 
provision to ensure it is adequate, suitable for the user and the activity to be 
undertaken. Further information
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https://www.resourcesregulator.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2022-06/SA22-01-Worker-burnt-during-hot-work.pdf
https://www.resourcesregulator.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2022-06/IIR2022-01-Mandalong-workers-injured-during-pipe-installation-F.pdf
https://www.worksafe.govt.nz/about-us/news-and-media/contractor-management-and-detailed-job-planning/
https://www.hse.gov.uk/safetybulletins/ear-loop-respirators.htm?utm_source=govdelivery&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=rpe-safety-alert&utm_term=body-link&utm_content=safety-alert-27-apr-22
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Health topics: Fatigue

1. Williamson, A. M. and Feyer, A. M. (2000). ‘Moderate sleep deprivation produces 
impairments in cognitive and motor performance equivalent to legally prescribed levels of 
alcohol intoxication.’ Occupational and Environmental Medicine 57(10): 649-655.

Fatigue is more than just being tired and sleepy. Fatigue at work is defined as a state of 
mental and/or physical exhaustion that impairs a person's ability to perform work safely 
and effectively. It can occur as a result of prolonged mental or physical activity, a lack of 
sleep, or a disruption in the internal body clock. Resources Safety and Health Queensland 
have published several items regarding fatigue including a guidance note, bulletins and 
safety notices.

A mine’s safety and health management system must provide for controlling risk at the 
mine arising out of personal fatigue caused by excessive work hours or insufficient rest 
periods.  Workers must also self assess for effects of fatigue to ensure they are in a fit 
condition to carry out work activities without causing unacceptable level of risk (MQSHRs 
2017)

On the 19 August 2021 a driver of a 14 seater mini bus fell asleep while driving to the mine. 
No passengers were onboard at the time. The drive awoke after the bus contacted a 
windrow. 

Workers traveling to and from work are at risk and require adequate fatigue risk 
management. Fatigue contributes to 20-30% of all deaths and severe injuries on the road. 
For every 1 death, approximately 15 people are seriously injured where fatigue played a part 
in the incident.  

• Being awake for about 17 hours has a similar effect on performance as having a 

blood alcohol content of 0.05.1

Photograph of the location and vehicle after the driver fell asleep
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Health topics: Fatigue

Sleep

• The best sleep is night sleep.
• If sleeping during the day, completely darken the room and allow more 

time than normal to fall asleep.
• Choose a quiet, peaceful place to sleep and adhere to a routine.
• Seven to eight hours uninterrupted sleep is adequate.
• Establish and maintain a routine around work, exercise, rest and sleep.
• Seek medical advice for excessive snoring, irregular breathing and 

insomnia.

Drugs and 
alcohol

• Avoid excessive consumption of alcohol – it affects quality of sleep.
• Avoid stimulants – they delay the need for sleep.
• Do not consume coffee or tea before going to bed.

Health and 
medical 

conditions

• Schedule six-monthly medical check-ups.
• If you have a medical condition, seek advice from your doctor if you are in a 

job that involves shift work or long working hours.
• Tell your employer about any medical conditions that may limit your 

ability to work or make you susceptible to fatigue.
• Ask your doctor for an alternative medication if it causes you drowsiness

when you need to be awake.

Fitness
• Maintain a basic level of fitness.
• Exercise regularly but do not exercise immediately before going to bed.
• Keep your weight in check – obesity contributes to sleeping disorders and 

general discomfort.

Nutrition

• Obtain dietary advice particularly for diet when on night shift (dieticians 
who provide specific advice can be found at the Dietitians Association of 
Australia: http://daa.asn.au/

• Maintain a healthy diet and healthy diet routine.
• Avoid large and or heavy meals before going to bed.

Mental health

• A number of psychological conditions as well as personal issues can 
disrupt sleep.

• Some work problems can also influence fatigue and stress at work.
• Seek help from site Employee Assistance Program services, a 

supervisor, or on-site occupational health nurses if you feel that you 
have issues influencing sleep or fatigue like depression or anxiety.

These tips are meant for workers who are at risk of fatigue due to work or non-work factors.

This table appears in QGN16 Guidance Note for Fatigue Risk Management – Appendix 2  

Tips for individuals on avoiding fatigue

http://daa.asn.au/


Key engagement & activities
KEY ENGAGEMENTS

AMEC Qld Webinar Respiratory Health Briefing and Updates from RSHQ 21 April 2022

IQA North Queensland Quarrying and Mining Conference, Townsville, 17 June 2022

MMQ Occupational Health and Hygiene Network Forum, Webinar, 24 June 2022

MSHAC Respirable Crystalline Silica Forum, University Queensland, 30 June 2022

Underground Mine Managers Forum 14 July in Townsville

SSE Forum 15 July in Townsville

Queensland Mining Industry Health & Safety Conference 21-24 August in Gold

KEY TRAINING - BOE

Ju
ly

Brisbane Monday 2th 9:00AM

Brisbane Monday 4th 9:00AM

Dysart Friday 15th 9:00AM

Mackay Wednesday 20th 9:00AM

Moranbah Thursday 14th 9:00AM

Rockhampton Thursday 7th 9:00AM

Au
gu

st

Brisbane Monday 1st 9:00AM

Dysart Friday 12th 9:00AM

Mackay Wednesday 17th 9:00AM

Moranbah Thursday18th 9:00AM

Rockhampton Thursday 4th 9:00AM

Ju
ly

Brisbane Monday 5th 9:00AM

Dysart Friday 9th 9:00AM

Mackay Wednesday 21th 9:00AM

Moranbah Thursday22th 9:00AM

Rockhampton Thursday 1th 9:00AM
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Bookings must be received at least one week prior to the session date.  BOESecretary@rshq.qld.gov.au

https://www.rshq.qld.gov.au/resources/documents/board-of-examiners/2022-Written-Examination-schedule-v2.pdf


Contact

Townsville: (07) 4447 9282

Mt Isa: (07) 4745 4117

Brisbane: (07) 3330 4273

www.rshq.qld.gov.au

MMQ Quarterly Report

Use the camera on your 
smart phone to scan and 

connect to the Mines 
Inspectorate where you can 
report an incident, locate an 
office or talk to an inspector.
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